


  Chilli  

   Vegetarian 
  Gluten Free

ǨĈ͌ϜǢߒϥ͘�
All prices include GST.

ƧϢĉšθˀĈ઼Ɨ��ɐǏŽ҅ǡʙƢ˖ө˳�
Please let your waiter know of any 
specific allergies when you order  
so they can notify the kitchen. While 
every care is taken we cannot guarantee 
that there aren't traces of certain 
ingredients in dishes or that food items 
have not come into contact with other 
food products in our kitchens, including 
where Gluten Free has been indicated.

ɐ୫ಳɬնͱθˀɗɍԑय़�
No outside food and drinks allowed.

ĈȰ֤Ʌ٪ �ૂ�ɐˋ˖ө˳зઅ�
Please check with floor supervisors  
on our group booking policy.

О݅͘��
$10 Cake cutting fee.



Chefs Gallery has been an unparalleled Sydney  
dining experience since 2010.

Working with a palette of diverse textures, aromas,  
flavours and quality ingredients, our dedicated  
Chefs have created a menu of masterpieces from the  
four traditional Chinese schools of cuisine. We give  
a nod to the ancient Masters of Chinese cooking,  
and couple it with our own fresh and modern twist.

Start your journey with our small sharing dishes  
and dim sim that give you delightful pockets of  
flavour and texture. Fill your bellies with our  
broad range of speciality noodle and rice options  
and pass our large sharing dishes around the table  
like platters of precious gifts. Always leave a little  
room for a dessert treat to finish off your journey  
in sweet style.

Our carefully crafted drinks selection bring blissful 
balance to the full-of-flavour taste experience.

The dedicated team at Chefs Gallery has always held  
the philosophy that food is not merely to sustain us. 
Meal times are precious mediums for bringing together  
loved ones. Our dishes can all be shared, and are often 
times joyfully fought over. 

ƐČϬČ�(chi hao he hao) Eat well, drink well. 

 
Kaisern Ching!
Founder - Chefs Gallery, Sydney
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Roast duck and citrus salad 
- selection of fresh baby cos  
lettuce, radish, mint leaves,  
orange and dried raspberry, 
dressed with a fruity citrus 
vinaigrette. 
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Macanese style mini burgers  
filled with pork fillet,  
pork floss, lettuce and  
a sweet chilli mayo dressing.  
A must-have dish. (3 pieces)
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Pictured clockwise  
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*SAV/CHQ - 0.8%; CREDIT - 1.2%; 
AMEX/UNIONPAY - 2%; ALI&WECHAT PAY - 1.2%
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Prawn and pork wontons  
in a chicken soup. (, pieces)

-.)/0)

�ŠЛǦޜۓ+,.)' �
Tataki wagyu beef with  
a Sichuan style spicy  
dressing.(* pieces)

-.1/0)
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Crispy honey eggplant  
with a hint of numbing  
sichuan pepper.

-.1/0)
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'()2+৹ॱڭᘱ�
Our own style of salt and  
pepper calamari with fried  
capers. An excellent dish  
with a Chinese beer.

-.1/0) 
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'()3 ʅᮺֆЅٮᄣ� �
Double cooked corn fed chicken  
soup. The double cooked method  
seals in and enhances the 
flavour of the chicken and soup. 

-.1/0)
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�ޜԈɓӔڭ+,()'
Peppery hot and sour soup  
with prawns, shredded pork,  
wood ear mushroom, bamboo  
shoots and enoki mushrooms.
-0/0)
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'()4�ေǦн� �
Cucumber salad marinated  
in chilli oil, sesame oil  
and garlic.

-5/0)

$6"7+8"%+89 
 
I first learned to cook by mimicking 
my parents at home in Shanghai, 
my earliest childhood culinary 
accomplishment - eggs sunny side up!

Pictured clockwise  
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Flaky Chinese roti with  
cheese and mushrooms.
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Flaky plain Chinese roti.
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$;),�ЀҷाƋ݆ܙ�
Shredded Peking duck with 
cucumber, hoisin sauce rolled 
inside a flaky Chinese roti.
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$;)3+ጴƔ֓ѡƋ݆ܙ�
Shredded lamb with spicy  
cumin rolled inside a flaky  
Chinese roti.

-.3/0)

 

Pictured clockwise 
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*SAV/CHQ - 0.8%; CREDIT - 1.2%; 
AMEX/UNIONPAY - 2%; ALI&WECHAT PAY - 1.2%
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Stir fried prawns with leek  
and housemade sambal sauce.

-40/0)

 
&()*+Ĵͫۍʁʷ͂+
Seasonal fish fillet fried  
in a light batter, served in  
Shan Dong style sauce. Garnished  
with a fragrant combination of  
coriander and juilienned leeks.
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&(.. ୟѱᅡᆍѡ

‘Sweet and sour pork’ with  
balsamic vinegar. These lightly  
battered pork pieces are garnished  
with radish. Takes an old favourite  
to the next level.

-41/0)+

Pictured &(..

*SAV/CHQ - 0.8%; CREDIT - 1.2%; 
AMEX/UNIONPAY - 2%; ALI&WECHAT PAY - 1.2%







MD02 ᕪܲę

Lightly battered king prawns  
served with wasabi mayonnaise 
and black tobiko.

$25.90

MD07 �ѡŀ̞҅ٮޜ
Modern san choy bao with  
chicken mince, chilli and  
basil in a cos lettuce parcel.  
(4 lettuce cups per serve)

$21.90

 
MD10 क़КЛᄨ�
Ox tail slow cooked in a mix  
of Chinese herbs, then fried  
with lemongrass, eschalots,  
ginger, chilli, galangal, kaffir  
lime and basil leaves. Served  
in a sizzling hot pot. A fusion  
of Chinese and Thai flavours.

$26.90

 

 

Pictured clockwise 
MD07, MD02. MD10

CHEF WING

 
Chef Wing began his culinary ascent 
in Guangzhou, China and brings his 
masterful influence of the Chinese 
classics from Cantonese, Szechuan, 
Yangtze River and Shandong cuisine 
to the table.



Pictured clockwise 
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Typhoon shelter soft shell crab  
with fried shallots, crispy soy  
beans, garlic, chopped chillies  
and black beans.

-4,/0)
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Our most popular roast duck  
with lychees served in a light  
mint and chilli plum sauce  
(half duck). Gluten Free option 
available.
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&()5+ు̝ٮޜۓ�
Wok fried chilli and numbing 
spicy chicken with cashew nuts.  
Spicy but very addictive.

-4./0)

 
&(),+хКƁֺٮ�
‘Three cup chicken’ cooked  
with equal parts soy sauce, 
wine and sesame oil. Served 
with ginger, garlic and  
a handful of basil leaves.

-4./0)

+Б৹ŠЛனۢݢ+0()&
Flash fried, medium wagyu 
beef served in bite sizes with 
crushed black pepper and a 
black pepper dipping sauce.

-4*/0)
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Wok fried green beans  
with finely minced pork  
and dried prawns. Gluten  
Free option available.
-.*/0)+
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@)1+ġೀᒏᇹԈઈ+
Chef’s own housemade  
egg and spinach tofu  
lightly fried, topped  
with preserved vegetables  
and our special soy  
sauce. Gluten Free  
option available.

-.3/0)
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�༐˭ķ҅ݮ̇+,(@ �
Water spinach wok fried  
with fresh garlic and  
topped with fried garlic.

-.5/0)

 

Pictured clockwise 
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*SAV/CHQ - 0.8%; CREDIT - 1.2%; 
AMEX/UNIONPAY - 2%; ALI&WECHAT PAY - 1.2%







Pictured !"#
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Wok fried green beans. 
Gluten Free option  
available.
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Chef’s own housemade  
salt and pepper egg  
and spinach tofu.
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Water spinach wok fried 
with chilli prawn paste.
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%༐ျ҅ݮ̇%)"! �
English spinach wok  
fried with fresh garlic  
and topped with fried  
garlic.

&'#)*"
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!"*%ᘸЅᕪࠋ� �
Chinese broccoli  
blanched and served  
with “oyster” sauce.
&',)*"

 
 
 

Our fabulous front of house team are 
always ready to welcome you warmly 
into our restaurants. Come in, take  
a seat and get ready for a delightful 
journey for the senses!
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Scrumptious prawn and pork wontons
presented with Chefs Gallery signature
spicy sauce.(6 pieces) 
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Steamed dumplings of jumbo prawn and

 
water chestnut fillings encased in a

 
translucent pastry. (4 pieces)
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Steamed dumplings of jumbo prawn, 
fresh snow pea, carrot and water 
chestnut wrapped in a delectable
translucent pastry. (4 pieces)
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Boiled dumplings of jumbo prawn, pork
mince, carrot, bamboo shoot and black
fungus. (6 pieces)
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*SAV/CHQ - 0.8%; CREDIT - 1.2%; 
AMEX/UNIONPAY - 2%; ALI&WECHAT PAY - 1.2%
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Steamed pork xiao long bao. (4 pieces)    
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Pan-fried postickers of cabbage,
corn, black fungus, water chestnut,
carrot and staw mushroom filling.
(6 pieces)
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Flaky and crispy spring onion
pancakes. (2 pieces)
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(2 pieces)
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Steamed traditional BBQ pork buns
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Deep-fried spring rolls of cabbage and
carrot.(4 pieces)
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Korean style zha jiang  
handmade noodles with pork,  
onion, zucchini and housemade  
black bean sauce.
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3-'*%ɪिऋᏴݪᠿ᠊ǚ�
Handmade noodles wok fried  
Singapore style handmade noodles  
and rice vermicelli wok fried  
with curry, prawns and chicken.
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Prawn e-fu noodles with indulgent  
and fragrant shrimp paste sauce.

&4,)*"
Pictured clockwise 
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*SAV/CHQ - 0.8%; CREDIT - 1.2%; 
AMEX/UNIONPAY - 2%; ALI&WECHAT PAY - 1.2%
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68)1�ֿɋࠬࠬǚ�
Traditional handmade dan dan 
noodles in a rich and spicy sauce 
with finely minced dried prawns 
and ground peanuts.
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68)5�ВႧ߹ࠬࠬǚ�
Traditional handmade dan dan 
noodles in a rich and spicy sauce 
with finely minced dried prawns  
and ground peanuts served with  
our signature fried pork chop.

-.,/0)+
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68)3+ŀ৹Лᖅǚ�

Handmade noodles served  
with slow cooked beef brisket  
and minced beef with diced 
fresh chilli.
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68)*+ѷŀВᵠǚ�
Handmade spinach noodles  
tossed with king brown mushrooms,  
straw mushrooms, julienned  
carrots and a Chinese toon paste.  
A vegetarian favourite.

-.1/0)
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ǚဗƋڭ�..68

Prawn and pork wontons, omelette 
strips and julienned carrots  
with handmade noodles in a chicken 
soup. This dish will certainly  
warm your heart.

-.1/0)
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Pictured clockwise 
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Handmade spinach noodles wok fried  
with prawns, mussels in shell, 
calamari, julienned carrots  
and fresh shiitake mushrooms.
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68)4�ЅΖݪǚ

Handmade noodles wok fried in  
premium soy sauce with shredded  
roast duck, shiitake, king brown
mushrooms, bean sprout and capsicums. 
Topped with black and white  
sesame seeds.
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�ဗƋǚڭޜݧ+,(68
Prawn and pork wontons handmade 
noodles served with minced chicken  
in a Shanghainese style spicy sauce.

-.5/0)
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Handmade noodles in chicken soup, 
omelette strips and vegetables served 
with our signature fried pork chop.

-.5/0)
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Handmade noodles in chicken soup.

-0/0)
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68)2�Ɓ಼ٌݪƋӘࠇ�
Handmade spinach noodles 
wok fried with three types of 
mushrooms, julienned carrots, 
topped with crunchy shallots.

-.5/0)+
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�ԜƋӘျ҅ǚЛْޜڭ+0(68
Marbled beef dipped in a spicy 
Sichuan soup with handmade 
spinach noodles, shimeji 
mushrooms, bamboo shoot  
and julienned carrots.

-.3/0)
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68.)�ʅᮺֆЅٮᄣԜƋӘǚ�
Double cooked corn fed  
chicken soup served with 
handmade noodles. The double 
cooked method seals in and 
enhances the flavour of the 
chicken and soup.

-.3/0)
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Handmade noodle wok fried  
with chicken, bean sprouts, 
onion and green capsicum  
in black pepper sauce.
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Pictured 68)0
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Chef Kin Hing Ho is a Master Noodle 
Chef perfecting his skilful art 
at Kowloon Bay, Hong Kong before 
moving to Sydney. He doesn’t have 
a favourite noodle dish at Chefs 
Gallery, because he loves them  
all equally.
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Wok fried Jasmine fragrant  
rice with prawns and diced 
Chinese olives.
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Wok fried Jasmine fragrant 
rice with three kinds of  
eggs (chicken egg, salted  
duck egg and century egg).
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Wok fried Jasmine fragrant 
rice with roast duck strips, 
Chinese broccoli and mustard 
seeds. Gluten Free and 
Vegetarian options available.

-.3/0)

7;),+˟Ӛݪϖ�
Fujian style Alaska crab, 
dried and fresh scallop fried 
rice with housemade XO sauce.

-.*/0)

Pictured clockwise 
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*SAV/CHQ - 0.8%; CREDIT - 1.2%; 
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FR04ࡈ�ᘓٮனݪϖ�
Wok fried Jasmine fragrant 
rice with diced chicken  
in Tom Yum flavour with  
a hint of lemongrass and 
fried basil.

$17.90

FR05 ԟಋɃϖ� ��
Steamed Jasmine fragrant 
rice. (1 bowl) 

$2.90

FR07�ƁŠЛݪϖ

Wok fried Jasmine fragrant 
rice with wagyu beef,  
onions, shallots and 
spring onions.

$17.90

 
FR08 ᒏᇹٌކٮӳݪϖ�
Wok fried Jasmine fragrant 
rice with sliced onion, 
shiitake mushroom, chopped 
pickles, scallion and egg.

$15.90

Pictured FR04
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Classic Italian tiramisu
infused with oriental scents
that is Jasmine. Coated with
Lavish layers of mascarpone
cream for a sweet finale.
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Adorable little wobbly
bunnies of cocount panna
cotta. Too cute to taste
them. But how could you
resist?(2 pieces) 
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Seasonal freshfruit and
cream pancake (our spin on
a traditional mango pancake)
served with your choice of
ice cream.
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Ice cream - choose from four
flavours; strawberry, mango,
green tea or black sesame.
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 @chefsgallery 

 ෮िġೀChefsGallery

 /chefsgalleryrestaurant


